
  

 

On a quiet and gray Cape Town morning I thought I’d revisit the past month’s notes and reviews their 

performance and update my current opinions. 

 
Stellar Capital/DigiCore (210c/340c) 8 June DigiCore deal adds NAV value – Arb in DigiCore  

Anchor Capital (1080c) 5 June Robert Cowen deal adds 6cps...more to come 

Rolfes (300c) 4 June Overlooked small cap...restructuring underway 

Howden (3424c) 2 June The unacceptable face of capitalism....but has appeal 

CSG (169c) 1 June Fair FY15 results...but remains so under the radar 

Torre Industries (440c)  FY15 earnings look good...stock remains a buy 

Afrimat (1770c) 30 May Great FY15 earnings...stock is moving higher 

 
Stellar Capital (214 cents) remains a BUY 

It’s been a month of deals for Stellar Capital with an 

initial stake taken in asset manager Cadiz for R50m 

recently followed by an offer to minorities on a 5 

(Stellar for 8 Cadiz shares) this is a fair premium to the 

underlying share price; Stellar has near 48% of the 

shares in the bag.  

 
Further, the offer for DigiCore, where Stellar has a 

19.26% stake saw an initial offer at 400c then another 

at 440c. This adds @30cps to Stellar’s NAV. With ‘more’ deals apparently in the winds and the stock now 

clear of its late-2014 private placement of 200c...this is a stock I have backed since 100c and continued to  

do. 2016....may just again be its year.  

Anchor Capital (1029 cents) remains a BUY 

Anchor’s acquisition of R3.8bn of additional assets 

under management AUM) via high net worth asset 

manager Robert Cowen was a good move at a fair PE 

(8x) which utilised @25% of ACG’s cash hoard adding 

some 6cps to the 30cps earned in FY14 is included.  

 
Still under cautionary, I speculate, further deals will 

have more of an offshore element to spread the risk of 

client assets and if the same matrixes are extrapolated 

to future deals – I have no doubt that savvy CEO Peter Armitage will not overpay – could add 15cps – 18cps if 

the remaining cash is spent wisely. This takes HEPS towards my FY15 50cps level...tempering given the 

dilution expected from the opportunistic capital issue in late 2014.  

 
Anchor is the stock that many asset managers love to hate (or is that envy given the R1bn+ of market value 

created since IPO). I have supported the counter since 200cps and it attained my To5 5 YE target fo 1200c in 

Q1 2015. I revised my target price to 1500c back then. Its a stock I want in my pension fund for long-term 

growth.  
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Rolfes (300 cents) – HOLD for now, looks cheap 

On a historic PE of 8.33x Rolfes indeed looks cheap and on 

my expectation of a further ‘fair’ 2H (after H1 HEPS 

increased by 16.1% to 23.1cps) I forecast a revised 41cps 

(+13%) this places Rolfes of a prospective rating of 7.3x to 

its June year end.  

 
For the year on-going toughness in the industrial 

chemicals division and a weak period for agriculture SA 

will have had an impact on results though I continue to 

see a positive year-on-year earnings improvement given management’s cost saving and rationalisation 

initiatives.  

 
Rolfes is currently in transition. As a small, niche business its strategic announcement in early May indicated 

it would sell off non-core, lower margin (competitive) business whilst enhancing and investing in the faster 

growing parts of its portfolio namely, food, mining, water and agri chemicals. Rolfes may evolve into a 

revenue lighter but a higher margin business with better growth prospects in niche areas and thus (may) 

attain a better rating. Investors should note at an <8x PE there is inherent value in this counter. 

 

Howden (3000c) – cheap but you get dodgy issues 

What a way to destroy value and alienate shareholders; 

Howden management & their US parent Colefax should 

be an MBA case study in ‘how not to do business investor 

relations’.  

 

The stock has plummeted since Howden gave the middle 

finger the minority shareholders and canned the dividend 

or any form of shareholder activism engagement. The 

amrket has voted with its feet and dumped the stock. 

 
With an enviable operational track record, cash generation to die for and a good business model Howden 

(was) the stock that investors wanted to own especially given the growth in power stations and emission 

control legislation. But management...or perhaps their US (masters) put paid to that scenario. 

 
The counter at @3000c is off ist 2800c low and if one can stomach the corporate governance schenannigins 

there is probable value once the fat cash war chest is stripped out. Or perhaps, Colefax will make an offer to 

mop un minorities...the stock has plunged thus an offer back to 4000c (its old trading range) would probably 

see willing takers. 

 
I can’t say I like what management has done or the shoddy way it has treated sharehodlers....but SmallTalk is 

here to make money, and Howden at 3000c once the fuss dies down may offer some value for the risk aware. 
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CSG Holdings (170c) drifting albetross 

Former Top 5 of 2014 favourite Alt-X listed CSG 

Holdings is an enigmatic counter. Management are 

large shareholders and PSG Group also has a 

stake…but that alongside little news flow,  poor 

tradability and liquidity (the bid/offer spread is often 

wider than Zuma’s smile) and scant research coverage 

means CSG is a ‘forgotten backwater’ to most investors 

and is certainly not an institutional stock in its current 

guise given the issues I raise. 

 
Recent results saw a 21% rise in revenue but only an 11% rise in HEPS as dilution from past deals hit earnings. 

However, most of the units performed adequatly in a tough operating environment. On a PE of @9.5x, 

relative to Adcorp its not cheap...but one has to hope management will pick up the pace and grow this 

business.  

 
FY16 will see reasonable earnings growth year-on-year. At 170 cents I continue to see value in the stock but, 

as I have long said, until management (1) improve liquidity (2) improve IR and coverage (3) ‘sex up the 

business’ and (4) get bigger deals done and show more news flow...I fear the stock may languish in the JSE 

Alt-X backwater. That would (indeed) be a shame. I said I found this stock years too early...I think I’m still 

right in that view. 

 

Torre Industries (480c) perked up nicely 

From a recent low near 400c (intra-day) as some 

institutional top-slicing hit the counter, Torre has had a 

remarkable 20% price suge in the past month.  

 
I recently had a pre-closed update with the CEO. With 

recent deals ‘done & dusted’ and allowing for the 

increased number of shares in issue and the timing of 

the dilution – alongside the Set Point benefits – I 

adjusted my FY15 HEPS (to June) on March 16
th

 from 

32cps to 29cps still a rise of 140% y-o-y.  

 
The past months have not been very ‘newsworthy’ for Torre as management have buckled down to integrate 

& rationalise the businesses and cut costs, all is on track with Torre Automotive (formally Control 

Instruments) progressing to plan and the start of cost rationalisation starting at Set Point (formally in the 

books on May 1
st

). Following my update, I have no reason to change my earnings forecast and expect the 

post year end trading update to confirm my views that “Torre will have another very healthy earnings 

year...and thus a positive y-o-y trading update”. On my forecast this places Torre on a HPE to June of 16.5x 

and a DY of 1.5%. 

 
For FY16, Torre is confident of achieving a (minimum) HEPS of 42cps which lowers their FPE to June 2016 to 

11.4x and a DY of 2.2%; I feel this ‘corporate forecast’ may be a little light in view of the benefits of Set Point 

(there is material costs that can be stripped from this business…much like what Torre achieved upon its 

acquisition of JSE-listed Control Instruments) as well as the recent benefits from the acquisition of Elephant 

Lifting.  
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The recent ‘bargain’ price for Torre saw me issue a strong buy recommendation; the near 20% re-rating to 

the current 480 cents has seen that ‘easy’ money made. However, given prospects and my 600 cents target 

price I maintain my positive outlook and support for this fast growing counter.  

 

Afrimat (1859c) crushing the competition 

I’ve long supported and had a buy recommendation 

on Afrimat. It has long been my No.1 sector stock and I 

have had a consistent view on the business stating “if 

you have been in any other stock in the past few 

years…you have missed out.  

 
Prospects remain good for Afrimat.  SANRAL is 

‘sneakily’ starting its legwork on preparation for the 

probability of the Cape N1 & N2 toll roads being 

undertaken & this will provide a ‘boost’ to Afrimat IF the roads get the green light as Afrimat has well-placed 

quarries along the first 100km of the road. My view remains constant with the benefits of on-going profits 

from a restructured and re-energised Infrasors being felt at Afrimat. 

 
Recent results were in line with my expectations showing results to February 2015 detailing HEPS was at the 

top end of guidance at 135.6cps (+24.4%) with a 32% rise in dividend to 28cps. Revenue for the year 

increased by 5,1% to R1 998m from R1 901m as Afrimat focussed on margin accretive products rather than 

low margin, high volume business. 

 
With the counter having surged (from my last 1770 cents comment) to a high of 2000 cents, its now off its 

best and at 1859 cents. I will await an update at the August AGM and revise my FY16 earnings guidanxce, but 

the counter is probably set for another ‘easy’ 20% - 25% rise in earnings year-on-year, The stock has some 

‘wiggle room’ in terms of value, but for now I maintain my hold on the stock.  
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